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WHY IS CONDITIONAL SURVIVAL IMPORTANT?

Five-year relative survival statistics are often used to measure cancer control across jurisdictions, and international comparisons such as the CONCORD or EUROCare studies often point to substantial survival differences across participating countries. Such comparisons may generate specific additional studies by groups of participating countries to examine potential reasons for their own relative results, such as the recent International Cancer Benchmarking Project that involved the participation of four provincial cancer registries from Canada.

Survival statistics are also of great interest to clinicians providing direct care to patients, and patients understandably wish to be provided with some estimate of prognosis. However, most survival data are just an estimate of projected survival at the time of diagnosis. In reality, a patient’s relative probability of survival for another 5 years changes—and generally improves—throughout the cancer experience.

Recently published Canadian conditional survival data for a wide range of cancer diagnoses show that the prognosis did, in fact, improve over time from cancer diagnosis for all studied cancers except chronic lymphocytic leukemia.

Conditional relative survival is a statistical method that attempts to describe more fully the patient survival experience. It expresses the probability of a patient surviving a given time into the future (often 5 years) at various points during the cancer experience, relative to the expected survival of the general population of the same age and sex. The purpose of the present short indicator report is to look at conditional survival for 3 major cancers in Canada and to promote familiarity with this statistic and its utility in clinical practice.

METHODS: HOW WERE THE STATISTICS CALCULATED?

The analyses are based on Canadian Cancer Registry data for cancer patients diagnosed between 2004 and 2006, ages 15–74 at diagnosis, for 9 provinces and 3 territories. Period survival analysis techniques were used so that the more recent diagnosis years could be included even though the full 5-year follow-up data may not be available in all cases. Data from the province of Quebec were excluded from the analysis primarily because of issues associated with correctly ascertaining the vital status of cases. A more detailed discussion of methods can be found in the recent Canadian overview, and specific notes about the analysis are found in the Systems Performance Report.

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION

Figure 1 shows the 5-year conditional relative survival graphs for female breast, colorectal, and lung cancer. The point on the y-axis for each cancer type translates into what we would normally call the 5-year relative survival for each cancer, which is seen to be highest for female breast cancer (at about 88%), intermediate for colorectal cancer (at 63%), and lowest for lung cancer (at 16%). Note that each of these is a relative survival ratio (which is the most commonly used population-based survival statistic in recent years). In other words, they estimate the chance that a newly-diagnosed cancer patient will survive 5 years compared with the general population. The estimates include an additional 5 years of survival upon the patients having survived up to that anniversary date. As an illustrative example, substantial improvements in relative survival occur over time for patients who were previously diagnosed with colorectal cancer, such that a patient who is seeking care 2 years after diagnosis can now be told that they have an 83% chance of another 5 years of survival.
survival relative to the general population of people of their age and sex living in their province. By the time 5 years have elapsed after diagnosis, colorectal cancer patients can be told that they have nearly the same 5-year survival probability as the general population (96%).

Despite discouraging statistics at the time of diagnosis, lung cancer survival also shows substantial improvement for the relatively fewer patients who survive the first couple of years after their diagnosis. By year 2, the survivors now have a 54% relative survival for the next 5 years. And by year 5, the relative survival for an additional 5 years, while still lower than survival at diagnosis for several other cancers, rises to 75%.

In contrast to lung and colorectal cancers, female breast cancer shows a pattern of an initially very good 5-year prognosis that improves only slightly over time in the conditional relative survival analysis. In fact, at 5 years after diagnosis, the relative probability of living another 5 years is higher for a patient who was previously diagnosed with colorectal cancer than for a woman 5 years after her breast cancer diagnosis.

Figure 2 shows conditional relative survival data by age group at diagnosis for lung cancer. The best survival for individuals at time of diagnosis is for people in the youngest age group (15–44 years), an advantage that actually increases over time. A similar pattern is not observed for colorectal cancer (data not shown; see the System Performance Report5), which had a strikingly similar relative survival in Canada for all age groups both at diagnosis and at 5 years after diagnosis.

IMPLICATIONS

For individual patients, conditional relative survival is much more useful—and generally more optimistic—as they move through their cancer experience.

Information on other cancers, using similar methods and Canadian data, can be found in Ellison et al.5 (available online at http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/82-003-x/2011002/article/11425-eng.pdf).

None of the analyses here take stage at diagnosis into account. At the time of writing, 9 of 10 provinces are collecting collaborative stage data on the 4 most common cancers (beginning in 2010, or earlier for some provinces). As those data become available for analysis, much more relevant survival data will be available in the Canadian context. We look forward to reporting the details in subsequent reports.

The differences in patterns seen across cancer types reflect varying clinical patterns that may bear additional study. The failure of breast cancer survival to reach the same high level as, say, colorectal cancer 5 years after diagnosis has been noted by other authors, with a recent analysis showing excess mortality for young and middle-aged breast cancer patients even 23 years after diagnosis7. Several possible reasons could be put forward, but as further work is done to characterize tumours and prognostic factors, it will be critical to look at conditional relative survival while taking the available prognostic predictors into account so that an understanding can be reached of the residual risk for particular patients and of the patients for whom the risk may be substantially diminished 5 years after diagnosis.
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